Quick Directions on the Eclipse

To Setup the Device:
1. Open the case
2. Grab the Eclipse with both hands positioned on the metal frame on the sides and pull up
3. Set the Eclipse on a table top
4. With one hand hold the metal frame while pulling up on the top of the monitor to raise the screen.
5. Plug the power supply into the round DC jack on the back of the Eclipse
6. Plug the AC cable into the power supply
7. Press the round button on the far right side of the control panel to turn the Eclipse on

Control Panel
These controls start at the far right side of the Eclipse control panel on the monitor and move to the right.

Power Button – This is the round cupped button on the far right side. If you press the button once it will turn it on or off.

Mode – This is the football shaped button on the right side with the 3 shaded circles. It switches between Photo, High contrast Positive, and High Contrast Negative viewing modes

Screen Brightness – These split oval buttons with right left arrows adjust the brightness of the picture. The right button increases brightness and the left decreases brightness.

3 Small round Buttons in a Row
**Color Selection** – The right most button cycles between different colors for background and foreground.

**Reading Modes** – The middle button cycles between a reading line, mask, and regular reading modes.

**View Locator** – The leftmost button zooms the camera out to its lowest level of magnification and places a square where the focus of the zoomed area will be located. This is for positioning the camera over the area of text that you need.

**Zoom Buttons** – These are located in the middle of the control panel. The button with the up arrow is zoom in and the down zoom out.

**Focus** – This button in certain settings modes can control the focus. These modes are not enabled by default so don’t worry about it.